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Abstract
The idea for the following project came from the Lean Manufacturing class that is offered at Central
Washington University. In this class the manufacturing processes is demonstrated through the production
of guitar kits. The problem is the CNC table that cuts the shape for the guitar bodies and necks can only
produce 3 parts per class period. The professors of the class wanted a device that would help improve the
number of parts that could be produce. The solution that was decided on was to make a pin router
duplicator. A pin router duplicator is a device that allows the operator to trace a finished part with a pin
while a router mimics its movements, cutting a new part. This project was divided into two separate
components, a base and a head unit, which would be combined at the end to form the finished device.
This paper covers the base component of the device. The base component involves the mounting of parts
to a table, allows for movement in the x and y-axis, and the ability to hold the head unit. One of the main
challenges faced was maintaining a strict tolerance and repeatability of the parts. To maintain these
requirements, linear bearings and precision shafting were to be used. Due to cost restraints, a prototype
design was substituted. This prototype design demonstrated that the design for the base would work and
operate as expected. The next step would be to build the final device.
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Introduction
Motivation
The motivation behind this project came from the MET 345 (Lean manufacturing) class. In this class
students learn the lean principles of manufacturing to improve how a shop is run. This is demonstrated
through the production of guitar bodies, necks, and fret boards. A major issue the class has, and the reason
for this project, is that there is a bottleneck at the cnc machine, resulting in wasted time. With the pin
router duplicator, it would allow for the production of more guitar bodies and necks. Reducing the amount
of wasted time and increasing the number of guitars produced daily.

Function Statement
The first function statement describes the router duplicator as a whole, while the second specifically deals
with the base.
1. Pin Router duplicator
a. A device that allows the ability to duplicate finished work.
2. Pin Router duplicator base
a. A structure that will support the pin and router assembly.

Design Requirements
Design requirements for the pin router duplicator:





Must be run off of a 2300 RPM router
Must cost less than $3000 to build
Must maintain a part tolerance of plus/minus .005”
Must have a repeatability of plus/minus .001”

Design requirements for the rail system:





The structure must be able to hold 30lbs
The structure must be have a cutting area no smaller than 15”x31”x4”
The cross bars must not deflect more than .0025 inches
The cost of the structure must be less than $1000

Engineering Merit
The engineering merit for this project will be used for the design and analysis of the base and rail systems.
For the rails, a max deflection of .0025” is required. The use of deformation equations and moment of
inertia equations will be used to calculate the diameter of the shafts based off known loads, and materials.
Equations used:
𝜋𝐷 4
64



𝐼=



𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 =



𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

−𝑃𝐿3
48𝐸𝐼
−𝑃2
(3𝐿
6𝐸𝐼

− 4𝑎)
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Scope of Effort
This project will be focusing on the frame and the x/y-axis movement of pin router. The main variable
that will be dealt with is the bending stress acting on the cross member that will allow for movement.
They need to be able to support the head and router while maintain a part tolerance of plus/minus .005”,
and a repeatability of .001”

Success Criteria
The project must meet two criteria in order to be considered successful. The first is the device must be
able to produce a guitar body and neck within spec. Second is the device must be able to resist rust to
maintain smooth movement.

Design and Analysis
Approach:
Design a rail system that will mount to a fixed table, that will allow movement within the x and y axis.
This will be accomplished through the use of Linear bearings and stainless steal shafting. This will allow
for the movement along the shafts. The Shafting will be attached to the table by 4 legs. Calculations will
be done based on weight of the head unit, material of the shaft, and the maximum allowable deflection to
determine the size of shaft required to support the head unit.

Design Description:
There were two main designs that were under consideration.
The first design, as shown in Appendix B, Figure 2.1, is based off the benchmark, the Gemini 18”
Universal Carving Duplicator, shown below. The design improves movement in the y-axis by adding
linear bearings to allow for more precise movement. The upper shaft, mounted in place using a machined
upper support that will mount to the linear bearings, allows movement in the x-axis.
The second design, as shown in appendix B, figure 2.2, a redesign was done to add a second upper shaft
that will define the Z-axis for the router. The intent behind this design change was so head unit could run
a linkage from the top of the router to the shaft. This would allow for the router to remain vertical as it is
raised and lowered from the part. In the original design, the router followed an arc, resulting in an angled
cut into the part, making cutting a square pocket not possible. Along with the addition of the second shaft,
the upper support was revised to be a side mounted thin plate of aluminum .50” thick that would support
the two bars.

Benchmark:
The benchmark for this project is the Gemini 18” Universal Carving Duplicator. It is the model they
recommend for the use of replicating guitars. This duplicator has a carving area of 18” wide x 43” long x
4.75” high. For its rail system, it uses 2.00” tubing that has a 1.00” diameter bearing that runs along the
top. This bearing allows motion within the y-axis. Below is a picture of the device.
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Gemini 18” Universal Carving Duplicator
The design used for this project will look at modifying the 2” rails with the 1” bearing to help improve the
precision of the duplicator. A 1.25” dia solid shaft will replace the 2” dia tube shaft, and linear bearings
will replace the 1.0” bearing.

Performance Predictions:
The router duplicator base will be able to support a head unit that weighs 30lbs, while remaining with in
the .005” part tolerance. The base will also allow for a cutting area of 15 inches by 30.25 inches.

Description of Analysis:
The main components of the design that will need to be analyzed are the upper and lower shafts that the
linear bearings will travel along. The diameter of the shafts will be determined by calculations using the
max deflection of .0025 inches, and the material of the solid shafts. The shaft and linear bearings will be
purchased from Thomson Linear. Calculations will use the specifications of materials offered by
Thompson Linear. When the calculations are complete, the diameter and material of the shafts will be
determined by cost.

Scope of Testing and Evaluation:
The testing of the project will take place within the wood working shop in Hogue Hall. This is where the
MET 345 class is held, and where the device will be kept. The main test for the router duplicator base will
be by reproducing a guitar body. The device should allow for a minimum cutting area of 15 inches x
30.25 inches. This cutting area is the size of the blanks, and is the bare minimum area that the cutter must
be able to travel within to allow for the guitar bodies and necks to be cut completely.

Analysis:
The first was the deflection within the shaft. To maintain the part tolerance of .005 inches from the
finished part it was required that the shaft be 2.75 inches in diameter. Due to the cost of the bearings and
shaft for that size this was not feasible. So it was decided to see what the deflection would be like in a 3/4
inch dia. shaft. The shaft was designed to be 48 inches long. As seen in the calculations within fig. 1 to the
left, for the shaft to support a single load of 80 lbs. there would be about .41 inches of deflection at the
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middle. The head unit was estimated to weigh around 40 lbs. so a safety factor of 2 was used to include
additional forces from cutting and moving the unit. This made it so the weight to be used was 80lbs.
The second part of the analysis looks at the force required to move the head unit about the shafts. First it
was required to find out the coefficient of friction between the plastic blocks and the steel shaft. It turned
out that the coefficient of friction was about .2. Like in the deflection, a safety factor of 2 was applied.
This safety factor was to account for any binding that would occur. The resulting pulling force was
calculated to be 16 lbs. The calculations can be seen in fig. 1.12 to the right.

Methods and Construction
Construction:
The construction of this project will take place during winter quarter at central Washington University.
All of the parts will be made within the machine shop using either CNC machines or manual mills and
lathes. It is expected to take about a week to complete all of the manufacturing required to begin
assembly. The material will be ordered through Matt Bearvy and is expected to take about a week to ship
to Central Washington University.
The upper support and the legs will all be manufactured in the machine shop at Central Washington
University. The leg will be machined on a CNC machine as the precision of the machine will be able to
ensure proper location of the through hole that the lower shaft will be mounted in to. To create this part it
will take three separate operations to manufacture. The first will cut out the designed shape of the leg
along with cut the through hole that the lower shaft will attach to. The second operation will involve
drilling the mounting holes. As of current design, there will be 4 per leg. The final operation for the legs
will be the drilling of the through hole that a bolt will go through to clamp the lower shaft in place. Once
the three CNC mill operations are completed, a slit will be cut using a band saw through the top of the
part down through the hole for the lower shaft to mount to. The drawing of the leg can be seen below in
appendix B, Figure 2.3.
The upper support will be manufactured through the use of the school’s plasma table, and with the help of
one of the schools CNC mills. The designed shape of the upper support will be cut on the plasma table.
Since there are two required, they both can be cut at the same time. Once the shape of the support is cut
out, the part will be placed into a CNC machine where all of the holes will be drilled. There will be two
holes drilled that the upper shafts will be mounted to. There will also be 8 mounting holes drilled. These 8
holes will be where the linear bearings will be mounted. Appendix B, figure 2.8 can be referenced for
dimensions, and design of part.

Drawing Tree:
The design for this device is made up of two assemblies. The first assembly will be the base assembly.
The base assembly will consist of the base pin plates, the round pins, the 4 legs, and the two lower shafts.
The second assembly is the support assembly that will get mounted to both the lower shafts. The support
assembly consists of the linear bearing, upper support, and 2 upper shafts. The lower shafts in assembly 1
will be attached when the upper support assembly is being attached. Once the two upper support
assemblies are attached, the two upper shafts can then be mounted to the upper support assembly.
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Device Operation:
The operation of the design is quite simple. The head unit being built by Daniel Phan will be mounted to
the two upper shafts through the use of linear bearings and a plate. The head unit will have a pin that will
be used to trace a finished part guiding the router about the guitar body/neck blank. As the pin is moved
along the blank, the linear bearings will slide along the lower and upper shafts, providing the movement
in the x-axis, and y-axis. The plate allows for the movement in the z-axis.

Manufacturing Issues:
During the construction of the device there will be several areas that will need to be closely monitored to
ensure proper operation.




Alignment of legs
Mounting hole location within base
Shaft hole location on legs

It is important that all holes be located correctly to ensure that the shafts run parallel to each other. If the
shafts are off, it will cause binding to occur. If binding occurs than the device will become extremely hard
to operate and possibly not work.
During the actual building of the project there was only one serious issue encountered. The alignment of
the mounting holes that mount the linear bearings and the plate holding the router head were off. This was
due to a miss communication in the distance between the two upper shafts. The fix was fairly easy. Using
solid works multiple options were explored to see what would be the fastest and easiest fix would be that
would not mess with the movement or clearance of parts.
The first option looked into was relocating the 8 mounting holes on the plate so the holes with the
bearings would line up. This process would have taken a bit of time to locate and drill the holes. The
second option was to re-drill the lower mounting holes on the upper support for the shaft. This would
move the shaft and bearings down to match the location on the plate. The only concern was clearance of
the drill bits with the guitar blanks. Luckily, with the help of solid works, it could be seen that the best
option would be to re-drill the two mounting holes for the shaft. Once the mounting holes were re-drilled,
and the shafts re-mounted, the plate was able to get attached to the bearings.

Testing Method
The testing of the device is going to incorporate two different portions of testing. The first portion of
testing is going to be on the base. The second part of testing will incorporate the entire router duplicator
(base and head unit).
The testing that will be done on the base will look into the deflection of the bar and how smoothly
everything moves. For the bar deflection, it was calculated that the bar should deflect no more than .0025”
for a 1.25” diameter bar under a load of 30lbs. This can be seen through appendix A, fig 1.10. This
deflection will be tested by mounting the bar to two tables and hanging 60lbs off of the bar. It will be
measured with the use of a dial indicator that will be sitting on top of the shaft in the middle. This way,
when the weight is added, the deflection will be measured. This will be repeated three times so an average
deflection can be acquired. If the deflection were more then .0025 it would be considered a fail. This
process would be done for all 4 shafts.
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Budget/Schedule
Budget:
The proposed budget for this project is shown in Appendix D. This budget references the parts cost for
this project as shown in Appendix C.
The 1.25 DIA Shafts for this assembly will be purchased through Metal Supermarket in Kent. The 1.25
DIA Linear bearings will be purchased online through Thomson Linear. The aluminum bar, rod, and sheet
will be procured from CWU scrap purchased from Metal Supermarket if required. The fastener sizes are
estimates and no pricing has been estimated. There is an option to purchase the shafts and aluminum
through Haskins Steel and receive the CWU discount. A request for a quote will be submitted and the
budget/parts list will be updated if the price is better.
The machining of the upper supports, legs, pin, and pin plate will be done in house using the CWU
Plasma cutter and CNC machines. An estimate of 10 hours labor at 11.00 an hour is included in the
budget as shown in Appendix D.
The estimated total cost of this project is about $1500.00. This is an estimate from the budget in
Appendix D. This number was rounded up to 1500.00 to account for the possible requirement to purchase
the aluminum for the upper supports, legs, pin, and pin plate. This estimate will also be affected if
material is purchased through Haskins Steel with the CWU discount.

Proposed Schedule:
The schedule for the project will take place over three quarters. The first quarter (fall) will be when the
proposal is written. The second quarter (winter) will consist of final design changes and construction of
the design. Lastly, the third quarter (spring) will be when testing of the project will be completed and
when presentations will begin.
The projected schedule for the second quarter (winter) is as follows. By January 6th all of the drawing will
be completed and a parts list and budget will be sent in to be reviewed by the customer for approval. Once
approval is granted parts will be ordered on January 9th. Jan 9th will also mark the beginning of the code
being written for the CNC operations. It is anticipated that it will take about 8 hours to write the code for
both parts (legs and upper support). Parts are expected to be delivered no later then Jan 27th. Upon arrival
of parts, manufacturing will begin. It is predicted that it will take a 12 hours to produce all parts. This will
include set up times, testing of code, and running of machine. Feb 10th is when all parts are expected to be
completed. Assembly will begin Feb 24th and is anticipated to take 10hrs.
Once assembly of the device is completed, the next phase will be testing. Testing will take place during
the third quarter (Spring). A complete and thorough test plan will be finished by April 3rd. This allows for
testing to begin April 7th. It is anticipated that testing will take 10 hrs. Once testing is completed

Discussion
After the fall quarter, it was decided that the cost of the original design was going to cost too much
money. It was estimated for the stainless steel shafts and linear bearings was going to be $1200. This is
why a proof of concept of design was created. The new proof of concept design allows for movement in
the z-axis still, so there are two shafts between the two upper supports. The new upper supports will now
be made from two components. A horizontal component that the plastic sliders mount to allowing for
12

movement in the y-axis. The second component is a vertical part that the two upper shafts mount to.
These two components get bolted together by 4 bolts.
The shafts that were used are also different. Instead of using 316 L stainless at a length of 37 inches and
an OD of 1.75 inches, a cold rolled steel shaft was ordered at a length of 48 inches and an OD of .75
inches. The surface finish isn’t as nice as the stainless but it will work for showing how the device is
supposed to operate. Along with the change in the shafts size and material, the linear bearings are being
replaced by plastic sliders. The plastic sliders were made to the specs of the linear bearings and modified
as needed to fit the shaft. The plastic sliders ended up being bored out oversized by .010 inches. This was
to allow for the sliders to fit over the shaft. However due to being over sized they ended up having some
binding. This made it so it took about 15.5 lbs. of force to get the slider to begin moving.
These changes also resulted in a change to the analysis of the project. Originally, the project looked into
what size shaft was required to maintain a deflection of .0025inches. Now that a smaller shaft is being
used, there was a need to know how much the shaft will deflect. This will allow calculations to be
compared to actual results, informing on whether the calculations are being correctly analyzed. This will
help support that the original design.

Conclusion
This design will improve efficiency in the MET 345 (Lean manufacturing) class by removing the
bottleneck at the CNC machine. With this pin router duplicator, it will allow the production of more
guitar bodies and necks, increasing the number of guitars produced daily.
This project will succeed because the analyses has been completed and checked. The design has been
checked for structural integrity and performance.
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Appendix A:
Figure 1.01
Upper shaft, 316 L stainless, single load
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Figure 1.02
Upper shaft, 316 L stainless, single load
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Figure 1.03
Upper shaft, 4130 Annealed Steel Chrome Plated, single load
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Figure 1.04
Upper shaft, 4130 Annealed Steel Chrome Plated, single load
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Figure 1.05
Lower shaft, 316 L Stainless, single load
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Figure 1.06
Lower shaft, 316 L Stainless, single load
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Figure 1.07
Lower shaft, 4130 Annealed Steel, single load
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Figure 1.08
Lower shaft, 4130 annealed steel, single load
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Figure 1.09
Upper shaft, 316 L Stainless Steel, two loads
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Figure 1.10
Upper shaft, 316 L Stainless Steel, two loads
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Figure 1.11
Max deflection of .75” Dia. steel shaft
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Figure 1.12
Pulling force of plastic sliders
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Figure 1.13
New Shaft size for 316 stainless at 48inches long
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Figure 1.14
New Shaft size for 316 stainless at 48inches long
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Figure 1.15
Maximum Deflection
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Appendix B – Drawings
Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.8
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Appendix C – Part list and Costs
Parts
Base
Pin base
Round pin
Leg
Lower shaft
Upper shaft 1
Upper shaft 2
Upper support
Linear bearings lower

Material Quantity
MDF
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
undesided
undesided
undesided
Aluminum
undesided

Material Part # Price per unit total price
1
2
2
4
2
1
1
2
4

Total
Hardwear
linear bearing screws
Leg screws base
Leg screws clamp
Leg nut clamp
Pin base screws
Upper support to
upper shaft screws

16
16
4
4
8
4

Total

Labor

Cost/hr

# hours

Total

Machining
Legs
Upper support

$11
$11

5
5

$55
$55
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Appendix D – Budget
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Appendix E – Schedule
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Appendix F – Testing Report
Test Design Guide
For the router duplicator project there were two main requirements that the base had to
meet. The first was that the shafts could not deflect more than .005 inches. This was
required to maintain a part tolerance of .010 inches. In order to achieve this requirement it
was calculated that a 1 ¾ inch dia. shaft was required. The second requirement was that it
should take no more than 5 lbs. of force to slide the head unit around on the shafts. This
was accomplished through the use of linear bearings and stainless steel shaft. Based on
calculations, it was predicted that it would take about 3 lbs. of force to move the head unit
when not cutting.
Due to the budget of the project, the shaft size had to be shrunk down from 1 ¾ inches to a
¾ inch shaft. The linear bearing also were changed to plastic sliders that were machined to
the specs of the bearings. So for the testing portion of this project, the calculated deflection
on the shaft, and pulling forces on the head unit will be compared to actual tested results.
The data from the testing will be recorded into excel spread sheets. Deflection will be
tested three times, and the pulling force will be tested 5 times. By performing each test
more than once it will allow for an average to be calculated, giving a more accurate reading
to compare to the predicted values. Testing will for deflection will be started on 4-7-2017
and is expected to take about 2 hours to set up and perform. Testing for the pulling force
will be started on 4/10/2017 and is expected to take about 2 hours to complete.
Method/Approach:
Deflection Testing
In order to perform the testing on the deflection, certain resources will be required. They
are as follows:











One shaft, and two of the legs from the router duplicator
Three tables of equal height (within half an inch of each other)
1 dial indicator with magnetic base
One steel plate big enough to support the dial indicator
1 metal hook that can support at least 80 lbs. of weight (will be used to hang weight
off of shaft)
4 20 lb. weights that can be easily mounted to the hook
2 small pieces of ply-wood to place on floor under where weight will be hung to
prevent damages to floor if hook fails.
Lap top or paper/pencil to record data
Tape measure
Silver sharpie
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The deflection in the shaft, like stated above, will be performed by loading the middle of the
shaft with 80 lbs, in 20 pound increments, to represent worst case scenario. The weight will be
added gradually to show how the deflection varies as weight is added. This will be done by
setting up the three tables so two of them are parallel and side by side with about a two foot gap
between them. The third table will be turned length wise and set up at the end of the two sideby-side tables so that it is touching both of them. See photo in appendix section for a reference.
Once the tables are in place, place the shaft with legs so that it spans the two-foot gap between
tables perpendicularly, one leg on each table. The legs should be placed at the far end of the
shaft so that the end of the shaft is flush with the leg. The shaft should be located about two
inches away from the third table. This will be adjusted when setting up the dial indicator. Using
the tape measure and sharpie, mark the center of the shaft (should be at 24 inches because the
shaft is 48 inch’s long). This mark is where the hook will hang that holds the weight. Setting up
the dial indicator will be next. Place the small steel plate on the edge of the third table closes to
the shaft. This plate will hold the dial indicator to measure the deflection. The indicator will need
to be set up to either side of the mark made in the middle of the shaft. Using magnetic mount,
attach to metal plate so that the indicator is touching the shaft at its highest point. The dial
indicator will need to be set to about 400 thousandth in order to be able to measure the
deflection in the shaft. Also set the arrow on the indicator to zero. The dial indicator will allow
for data recoded to the nearest thousandths of an inch (.001 in). Now place hook on the mark
made in the middle of the shaft. Begin loading shaft with 20 lb. weights. Make sure to record the
deflection at 20, 40,60, and 80 lbs. Data will be recorded into a table that has deflection for test
1, test 2, and test 3. See data section of appendix for a reference. Once final weight is added and
recoded remove weights, and re-zero indicator if needed. Repeat loading for test 2 and test 3.

Pull force testing
Pull force testing will show how much force it takes to move the router head around the
shafts. The resources are:







Router duplicator base
Table big enough for router duplicator to fit so that at least two edges of router
duplicator are touching two edges of table
4 c-clamps to hold router duplicator base to table
1 digital spring scale that can measure at least 50lbs
Lap top or paper/pencil to record data
Partner to read off data

The pull force testing involved using a digital spring scale that would be hooked into the
pin location of the router duplicator head. Once the spring scale was hooked in, a pull
would be applied. The spring scale would then read out the force in lbs. required to slide
the head unit along the shafts of the base.
Set up of the test is simple. First find a table that is big enough for the router duplicator to
sit on so that two edges of the duplicator barley overhang the edge or are touching the edge
of the table. The dimensions of the router duplicator base are 48 inches by 50 inches. Once
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a table is found place the router duplicator on to it. To help hold the duplicator in place, use
4 c-clamps to clamp the base to the table. This prevents it from moving during testing. Now
that the base is secure testing can begin.
Move the head unit so it is stationed at the middle of the shaft. Hook the spring scale to the
pinhole location. It is hooked from where the pin is because this is where most of the
pulling is going to be from, so it will give the most accurate results. With the help of a
partner to read the spring scale, begin pulling until the router duplicator head unit begins
moving. The pull force when it begins moving is what needs to be recorded. This shows the
force required to break static friction. Once the value is recorded, move the head unit back
to the center of the shaft. This process will be repeated 20 times. The 20 pieces of data
would then be put into an excel file that would be used to find an average pulling force.
Some issues had with this testing came from reading the digital spring scale. While it did
read down to the nearest ten thousandths of an inch (.01), it was hard to read exactly what
the value was. So this test was accurate to the nearest hundred thou (.1), and estimated to
the nearest ten thou of an inch (.01).
Test Procedure:
The deflection in the shaft, like stated above, will be performed by loading the middle of the
shaft with 80 lbs, in 20 pound increments, to represent worst case scenario. The weight will be
added gradually to show how the deflection varies as weight is added. This will be done by
setting up the three tables so two of them are parallel and side by side with about a two foot gap
between them. The third table will be turned length wise and set up at the end of the two sideby-side tables so that it is touching both of them. See photo in appendix section for a reference.
Once the tables are in place, place the shaft with legs so that it spans the two-foot gap between
tables perpendicularly, one leg on each table. The legs should be placed at the far end of the
shaft so that the end of the shaft is flush with the leg. The shaft should be located about two
inches away from the third table. This will be adjusted when setting up the dial indicator. Using
the tape measure and sharpie, mark the center of the shaft (should be at 24 inches because the
shaft is 48 inch’s long). This mark is where the hook will hang that holds the weight. Setting up
the dial indicator will be next. Place the small steel plate on the edge of the third table closes to
the shaft. This plate will hold the dial indicator to measure the deflection. The indicator will need
to be set up to either side of the mark made in the middle of the shaft. Using magnetic mount,
attach to metal plate so that the indicator is touching the shaft at its highest point. The dial
indicator will need to be set to about 400 thousandth in order to be able to measure the
deflection in the shaft. Also set the arrow on the indicator to zero. Now place hook on the mark
made in the middle of the shaft. Begin loading shaft with 20 lb. weights. Make sure to record the
deflection at 20, 40,60, and 80 lbs. Remove weights, re-zero indicator if needed. This will be
repeated three times.

Resources required:
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One shaft, and two of the legs from the router duplicator
Three tables of equal height (within half an inch of each other)
1 dial indicator with magnetic base
One steel plate big enough to support the dial indicator
1 metal hook that can support at least 80 lbs. of weight (will be used to hang weight
off of shaft)
4 20 lb. weights that can be easily mounted to the hook
2 small pieces of ply-wood to place on floor under where weight will be hung to
prevent damages to floor if hook fails.
Lap top or paper/pencil to record data
Tape measure
Silver sharpie

Procedures for successful testing:
1. Gather resources
2. Set up three tables. Two of the tables should be placed side by side so that they are
parallel with each other and have about a 2-foot gap between them. The third table will
be placed at the end of the two parallel tables so that is touching both.
3. Attach the two legs to the 48in long shaft so that the end of the shaft is flush with the
outside edge of the leg. (If legs aren’t attached already)
4. The shaft will be placed so that it spans the two parallel tables. It will also be located near
the edge of the tables that is touching the third table. The legs should be lying with the
long side down. (The shaft should only be about an inch off of the table).
5. Make a mark on the middle of the shaft. This is done by using a tape measure to find the
middle of the shaft. The mark will be made with the sharpie.
6. Place the small steel plate on the edge of the third table closes to the middle of the shaft.
7. Set up dial indicator. The indicator will need to be set up to either side of the mark made
in the middle of the shaft. Using magnetic mount, attach to metal plate so that the
indicator is touching the shaft at its highest point.
8. Place the hook on the mark made in the middle of the shaft. This is where weight will be
added.
9. Zero out the dial indicator. The indicator should be pushed in so that is reads 400
thousandths. Once that is done, adjust the numbers around the edge to read zero on the
arrow. (this will cancel out the weight of the hook giving a more accurate reading)
10. Begin adding weight in 20 lb. increments. Be sure to record data after each 20 lb. weight
is added.
11. Remove weight from hook once 80 lbs. has been added and deflection has been
recorded.
12. Re-zero dial indicator once all weight has been removed if it no longer reads zero.
13. Repeat steps 10 through 15 3 times so an average deflection can be determined.
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When performing testing be carful of feet and toes as the weight is heavy and could be dropped
or fall on your foot.
Deliverables:
As stated in the introduction, there were two main requirements that were looked into;
deflection and pulling force. The deflection originally needed to be within 5 thou of an inch
(.005), and the pulling force was to be less than 5 lbs. However, due to costs and change in
materials these requirements changed. The new deflection had to be no greater than .32 inches,
and the pulling force was to be 16lbs. These numbers were based on calculations that involved
properties of the materials used.
After testing was done, an average value was found for the deflection and pulling force. For the
deflection, all three tests ended up right around .35 inches of deflection. This was strange
because it was calculated that the deflection on the shaft would be .41 inches. After doing some
calculations it turns out that because of the legs being on, about 3 inches of the shaft is not
supporting the load. So after recalculating for the 45 inch long shaft, the new deflection would
be .34 inches. This means that the shaft acted the way that was expected.
The pulling force also came close to the calculated value. Originally only 5 tests were going to be
done, but due to outliers and inconsistencies in the data, the number of trials was increased to
20. This gave an average pull force of 15.5 lbs. This was very close to the calculated 16 lbs. The
reason for the variance in pull forces through out testing is due to the tolerance of the shaft hole
in the plastic blocks. The hole was oversized by 10 thousandths. This caused binding to occur
while sliding. By referencing the data in the appendix, the maximum and minimum pull force
required can be seen.
In conclusion testing went really well. The data came out very close to what was expected, and
the router duplicator base also reacts as expected.
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Appendix G – Résumé
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